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FOREWORD
The Home Missions Council and Council of

Women for Home Missions heartily commend
to those who are working among Orientals in the

United States and Canada this manual of meth-
ods and suggestions by Reverend George W.
Hinman, D.D. Dr. Hinman writes out of a rich

experience and wide observation. These peoples

are here in America in large numbers, needing

the Gospel as greatly as their kindred across the

seas. This pamphlet suggests better ways of

approach to them. It should be carefully read

by all workers.



National Cooperation with Local

Chinese Missions

On October 28, 1869, the Annual Meeting of the American Missionary-

Association voted, "That it is the duty of the Association to inaugurate

and prosecute a vigorous missionary work among the Chinese in the

United States." As to method, they said, "It is undesirable to form new-

organizations for the purpose or to leave the churches to mere incidental

efforts." Except on the Pacific Coast, the churches were, however, left

generally without assistance or guidance to meet the needs of Chinese in

their communities. The results of these volunteer and local efforts on the

part of churches in the East and Middle West have not in consequen-ce

been proportionate to the generous service given, nor have they accom-
plished what might have been hoped for in the way of group assimilation

and organization. Many notable instances of stimulation and develop-

ment of individual character have occurred, but the community life of

the Chinese in America cannot be said to have been greatly influenced by
the ordinary Chinese Sunday School.

The leaders of the American Missionary Association were right when
they declared at the beginning that the Association should accept respon-

sibility for cooperating with the churches. There are few fields of mis-

sionary endeavor in which adequate results can be secured without ex-

pert counsel and a rather careful study of method. Missionary work is

one of the most difficult and complex of educational processes. Here if

anywhere the best educational technic is required. It is the task of a
national missionary organization to assist its cooperating churches in

their local missionary work by providing them suggestions and methods
and a guidance to clearly defined goals which have been formulated as a
result of accumulated missionary experience. This assistance has not

been adequately given, particularly in connection with the Chinese

Sunday Schools, so widely organized by local churches and so faithfully

maintained by consecrated workers. This paper is an attempt to discuss

the need and the desirability of larger cooperation between national mis-

sion boards and local mission workers. The background is eighteen years

of acquaintance with Chinese missions in the United States and nine

earlier years as a missionary in China. Many heart-to-heart talks with
Chinese Christians have suggested topics for discussion and supplied in-

cidents illustrating them.

Spiritual Interpreters

Not merely in local church work for Chinese but in much of our mis-

sionary work both at home and abroad, there has been inadequate ap-

preciation of the psychology of the group with whom we are working.

President King of Oberlin insists that "respect for personality" is a con-

dition of helpfully influencing another person. This is hard enough to

learn in dealing with our own people, but is much harder when we are in

contact with an alien. Great good has been done by some missionaries
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abroad and some missionary teachers at home in spite- of a superiority
complex which has tended to frustrate all their intentions. But the sting

has remained, and the attitude of the missionary has been resented or
sneered at, even when his teachings have been accepted. Dr. T. T. Lew,
one of the foremost Chinese Christians, says, "The attitude of self-supe-

riority... produces an inferiority complex which, in turn, extinguishes
the growth of spiritual development." We are only beginning to listen

to the protests of the men and women we have helped in such an un-
gracious way that they have resented the manner more than they have
appreciated the matter. The present outbreaks of popular feeling in

China, Japan, India, Turkey and Mexico against the traditional mis-
sionary attitude of Nordic peoples should not have been necessary to teach
us the right approach to other races. Educational psychology should
show us how to share our good things with the people of other countries
in a more tactful way than we have often done.

A great barrier to understanding and mutual respect has been, of
course, difference of language. But even when the group we are seeking to
help has mastered our language, we often unconsciously keep up the
barrier of distrust by a lack of appreciation and respect. They do not
tell us their real thoughts. Must we always wait for some passionate
outbreak of protest to find what the Chinese are thinking about our well-

meaning but clumsy efforts?

A deaf man is often unwilling to admit that he cannot hear perfectly,,

and most of us assume that we understand the Chinese as far as necessary.

The Chinese are not particularly outspoken in regard to their experiences
in this country. Their apparent stolidity is a defense mechanism. They
have learned to suppress their feelings for many centuries in their over-
crowded land. When they come here and are subjected to special criti-

cism and prejudice, they exhibit an unresisting tolerance beyond that
of any other element of our population. A Chinese student told me that
in teaching English to his country men the first word he had them learn

was "Excuse me." The apologetic attitude is, however, as we are be-
ginning to learn, often a cover for sullen resentment. Present conditions
in China and many frank expressions of educated Chinese in the United
States and Canada as well as in their own country warn us to "beware
the anger of a patient man."
There has been too much self-conficence and too little sympathetic

listening in our relations to Chinese in their own country and here.
"Oh, wad the power some giftie gie us
To see oursel's as others see us!"

For us, even the special friends and teachers of Chinese, to see ourselves
as the Chinese see us might be wholesome but not always pleasant. It is

a bitter medicine, which we are not fond of taking, this consideration of a
foreigner's point of view. A national missionary society should be an in-

terpreter to the churches for the suppressed feelings of alien groups here
or abroad and a special advisor as to helpful contacts. Just as educational

o experts study the child, so missionary experts must study the men of

other races and languages.

New Methods in Adult Education

Few workers in Chinese Sunday Schools or night schools have the oppor-
tunity for general conference with leaders of Chinese thought or for
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special knowledge of the modern technic of adult education. Many of the

Chinese who come to these schools are not thinkers, and those who have
been unsatisfied with the old ways and attitudes are much too polite to

mention it. Not all the missionaries even in China are able to secure the

confidence of the Chinese, and to know their real thoughts. The ideal

missionary studies as much as he teaches. Teachers of Chinese in the

United States and Canada have an especially complex problem to study,

since they have the problem of adult education, along with the problem of

an alien group under particularly abnormal social conditions. Such a

situation would challenge the most experienced and most progressive

educational specialist.

Some methods in our missionary work among Chinese in this country

are as out of date as the ungraded district school. Scientific research into

the social, economic and thought life of adult alien peoples has shown
better ways of influencing them, just as the study of the child has mate-

rially changed educational methods. Education will always be a local

responsibility. The missionary approach of a Christian community to

alien groups in the community should always be recognized as a proper

part of the work of the local church. But, as every public school teacher

wants the best methods, and looks to educational leaders for them, so

the national missionary societies should be in a position to suggest the

best methods to Christian workers who recognize missionary responsibil-

ity in their own communities. Sometimes it may be necessary for the

national boards to direct and support the local missions, but it is essential

that the local church should recognize and share the task.

There have been some strange misconceptions of the relation of pupil

to teacher in the Chinese Sunday Schools and night schools. Against the

best educational experience, most of these schools have persisted in the

method of individual instruction. The Chinese wanted it, and the teacher

did not realize that the reason was a combination of sex appeal and the

idea that private tutoring would get further than class methods. Much
has been said of the generosity of the Chinese pupil, and sometimes this

has been exploited. The presentation of gifts among Chinese has different

implications than with Westerners. It would be much better if all

teachers in Chinese Sunday Schools refused all presents from their Chinese

pupils. I knew one man who on special occasions covered his breast with

gold ornaments the Chinese had given him. Naturally, the Chinese ex-

pected to have corresponding favors from him. Even among us, gratitude

is often "a lively sense of favors to come."

No specious plea for an increased personal influence upon the Chinese

man pupil through the individual efforts of an attractive woman teacher

can be justified. Winning a man to Christ is an educational process, no

less definitely governed by educational laws than teaching him to read.

What is distracting and inefficient in the public school is even worse in the

Sunday School or mission night school, for it may substitute motives which

break down instead of build up moral character. The best educational

authorities in discussing adult education agree that male teachers should

be normally assigned to teach men and female teachers to teach women.

Too often we have regarded consecration and willingness as enough to

qualify a teacher in a Chinese Sunday School. Educational authorities

now tell us we need specialists. Teaching non-English-speaking adults

is a skilled profession. The teacher should have a sympathetic under-
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standing of the psychology of the student, and should follow the methods
developed out of careful and scientific experimentation. Exclusively
individual instruction all educational leaders agree to be both wasteful

and inefficient. The beginner in a Chinese Sunday School entirely without
English might have individual instruction for a few weeks, but should
soon go into a group where class instruction is given by the direct method
all in English.

Group instruction creates a feeling of comradeship and enhances social

unity. Perhaps the greatest lack in our mission work is that the Chinese
Sunday Schools have done almost nothing to create a social unity through
Christian ideals among the Chinese here. My own experience is that the
development of Christian organizations among Chinese in the United
States has been in spite of their Sunday School teachers rather than
through their suggestion and leadership. The group spirit has not been
developed; it has been pleasanter for each teacher to keep "her boy."
This misguided maternal instinct has held the Chinese in leading strings

when they should have organized as a Christian social group to leaven
their community.
No one has been able to satisfy himself with the present method of

carrying on Chinese Sunday Schools and night schools except where there
is a constant influx of new pupils. These new pupils appreciate personal
attention when they are newcomers and not yet adjusted even in crudest
fashion to Western conditions. Though some teachers have kept the
same Chinese "boy" for years, yet the majority of the Chinese drop out
after getting a little simple English. Without a supply of new immigrants
coming into the Chinese community, our Chinese Sunday Schools and
night schools might be forced to go out of business. We have gone ahead in

the traditional way, regretting the loss of the "old boys," and welcoming
to their places "new boys," Chinese who are continually seeping through
the immigration bars under the inclusive title of "merchants' sons."
But under stricter enforcement of Chinese exclusion laws, we recognize

a discouraging decline in attendance at the Sunday Schools.

The plan of the ordinary Chinese Sunday School corresponds to an
"opportunity class," in the first days of organization for a new term of

public school, a device used to handle an indiscriminate mass of immigrant
children till they can be classified. Most Chinese Sunday Schools and
night schools have never gone beyond this "opportunity class," and have
wasted a tremendous amount of mental and spiritual energy because they
did not insist on grading and class work and some initiative on the part
of pupils.

The problem of maintaining attendance at the schools is always difficult.

The superintendent should not be primarily concerned with making a
record of attendance. The Chinese Sunday Schools should not be like

an auction, bidding against other Sunday Schools for pupils. And yet
constant care needs to be taken to make the pupils want to come. Ex-
perience has shown that regular attendance demands a sympathetic
teacher, a well-graded and steadily progressing course of study, good
methods of instruction, a vocabulary which the pupil can use, subject
matter which is interesting to the adult mind, a class control and disci-

pline adapted to grown men rather than children. The Chinese laundry
man or restaurant waiter comes to the Chinese Sunday School primarily
with a utilitarian motive. There is no other way but to make the Sunday
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School or night school worth his while, by using efficient methods and
getting results. Reading Bible verses in English with a Chinese diction-

ary handy may perhaps get across some religious truth as well as a few
English words, but it is discouragingly slow and tedious compared with
modern methods of teaching English as developed in public night schools

for foreigners.

The direct method of teaching English, without translation, by the

use of dramatization of the meaning before a class, and with the stim-

ulus of competition in pronunciation and reading,—this method is now
almost universally accepted by specialists in adult education as the best

way of attaining the objectives in the shortest space of time and the most
satisfactory manner. Selected vocabularies of the most necessary words
have been carefully prepared from a study of the commonest contacts of

the immigrant with his new environment. These are made the basis of

the lessons, so that there need be absolutely no lost time learning obsolete

or rarely used expressions. A list of one thousand simple words in English,

comparable to the Chinese thousand characters taught in the Mass Edu-
cation Movement in China, are available to the teacher who attempts to

get quick and useful results in her work with non-English-speaking adults.

The Massachusetts Department of Education, as well as similar depart-

ments in New York State and in California and the United States Bureau
of Education, have provided excellent special material for any one who
will take the trouble to ask for it.

It is now possible to secure the best lessons for our school work, and to

have the counsel of the best educational specialists, men and women who
have worked out from large experience the approved technic for the edu-
cational side of our work. Teaching Chinese pupils would seem to be
governed by no different rules than the teaching of those Russians or

Italians who fill the public night schools, and upon whom these materials

and these methods have been tested. If Chinese Sunday School and night

school teachers insist that the same methods are not practicable with
their pupils, the public school teacher only laughs at us. If we insist that

our purpose is to teach religion as well as English, the religious education
experts will be equally critical of our methods.

t

The Goal a Chinese Church

Every Chinese Sunday School should allow for expression as well as

impression, though few of them do. There is an American teacher to do
everything. But the Chinese get their opportunity some way, and se-

cretly resent our obstruction of their freedom for self-expression. The
last few years have shown notable progress in this direction. Either before

or after the Sunday School, more and more the Chinese are having their

own meetings under their own leadership. I wish that I could say that

these Chinese meetings and full freedom to the Chinese in directing them
had been the definite goal of all our effort in the Sunday School. Should
it not be so? A group of Chinese bound together by common faith, and
learning to express their common ideals and to think cooperatively about
individual and community and national obligations, is vastly more signif-

icant than your "boy" and your personal relation to him.

A Chinese Sunday School which does not develop into a Chinese church
is failing of its real purpose. A Chinese Sunday School is not like one of

our own Sunday Schools, recruited from the cradle roll and graduating
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into the mother church. A Chinese Sunday School is a plan for prelimi-

nary training of an adult group in the direction of Christian assimilation.

It cannot be successful without developing an organization of the members
through which they can work out their adjustments to the Christian
community by expression and by practice. The Chinese members cannot
ordinarily find opportunity for social and religious expression in the
American church. They cannot learn to function except, first, in their

own group. Usually there is room only for one strong Chinese church
even in a large centre where there may be several Chinese Sunday Schools.
They should all be considered preparatory to the one Chinese church of

the community. Hence the individual Chinese Sunday School and the
individual teacher must pass a "self-denying ordinance." The means
must never be mistaken for the end. The Chinese Sunday School must
always be ready to decrease if thereby the Chinese Church may increase.

A Chinese Sunday School that is content to remain just an opportunity
class for newcomers needing English, with a handful of older Chinese
standing by, neglects also the great social need of Chinese in its commun-
ity. Is it any wonder that gambling is common when there is practically

no other form of recreation available? Sunday afternoon is free time for

many out-of-town Chinese, who come into the big centres, and also for

the laundry men from the little shops scattered widely. But the stores in

the Chinese centres are the busiest at that time, as well as the restau-

rants, which have in recent years developed such a large field for Chinese
labor and management. A school held Sunday afternoon is likely to

reach mainly laundrymen and students, with the small number of women
and children. The social value of their coming together in a Sunday
School is not one of the least attractions in the starved lives of Chinese
laundrymen.
However, restaurant waiters and shop keepers need educational, reli-

gious and social opportunities just as much, and must be reached in an-
other way and at another time. Every Chinese restaurant man in New
York's three hundred and fifty Chinese restaurants has a day and a half

a week off, not on the same days, of course, nor usually in the evening.
They cannot be reached through a Sunday School two hours Sunday after-

noon, nor an evening school five nights a week, but could be through a
reading and recreation room open every day and evening. Where do the
Chinese restaurant men spend their leisure time? At the public library or

the museums, in the parks or in outings and picnics? Very rarely. Only
one city in the United States has a real Chinese Y.M.C.A. adequately
equipped for the social and recreational life of the Chinese community.
The Chinese church, as a vital and normal organization of the social life

of its community, implies reading rooms and recreation rooms and wise
guidance in the use of leisure. One of the most important methods of

Christian service for the Chinese is in providing such facihties. Help the

Chinese to have their own church, and they will make it a centre for a
wholesome social life.

The present type of Chinese Sunday School is in its nature a temporary
measure, useful for the time, but hampering and embarrassing to those

Chinese who have outgrown it. Those who do not outgrow it are not
getting what the Sunday School was intended to secure. The success of a
Chinese Sunday School is indicated by its graduates and the leadership they
have taken in organizing and developing more advanced forms of social
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service for the local Chinese community and for the Chinese nation.

Under a Chinese church with Chinese leadership, there should be a dififer-

ent type of Chinese Sunday School, where the children are taught by
Chinese boys and girls, the mothers by the Chinese wife of the pastor,

the older men by the Chinese pastor, and the young men and women of the
second generation born in these Western lands by men and women who
will forget about race and lead a class of Chinese young people as they
would their own children. Such Chinese Sunday Schools do exist, co-

ordinated in the machinery of a working Chinese church at various places

on the Pacific Coast and in Canada. Compared with such a normal factor

in the work of a church, the ordinary type of Chinese Sunday School seems
an artificial makeshift. No adequate religious instruction to the pupils

can be given in such a Sunday School because of the lack of English.

There must always be supplementary religious teaching by a Chinese,
and the Chinese Church is the proper opportunity. Many Chinese who
say they are Christians because their teachers ask them to do so need
constant religious instruction in their own language if they are to be in-

telligent Christians.

Local Expression of World Unrest

At present, there is widespread unrest among Chinese in the United
States as in their own country. If Chinese in America were wholly satis-

fied with their own situation here, they would not express such keen in-

terest in the spiritual movements back of the Chinese revolution. They
see in the United States and Canada as in China the same restriction of

economic opportunity, the same assumed necessity of doing for them in-

stead of helping them to do for themselves, the same unwillingness to

recognize them as on an equal basis with the citizens of other nations.

The older Chinese in this country who have adjusted themselves to a life

of dependence and obsequious acceptance of the old order have learned

how to profit by it and are often loath to give it up. Sometimes, the
teachers in a Chinese Sunday School pick out and employ a Chinese
leader and interpreter because his English is fairly good, though his repu-

tation in the Chinese community may be far different from what they
suppose. Chinese leadership, even though consecrated and intelligent,

when it is wholly dependent on salaries paid by Americans, has its dangers.

It is easy to find Chinese who prefer denominational divisions to a union
community movement, who prefer salaries paid by a mission board to a
self-supporting church serving its community, who prefer the elementary
methods of the Chinese Sunday School to the full stature of a working
Chinese church. However missionary administrators are discovering that
the churches in mission lands can never be autonomous while they are

financially dependent. Robert Speer says it is psychologically impossible

for the church in China to become independent until it has developed its

own economic resources. Chinese missions in the United States and
Canada are also heavily handicapped by financial dependence.
Meanwhile the younger, thinking, ambitious Chinese, some of them

brought up in our democratic public schools and others trained by our
missionaries in China to a divine discontent with things as they are, chafe

and revolt against being kept in leading strings and drop out of Christian

activities altogether unless they find some free organization for religious

self-expression untrammeled by Chinese or American conservatism or
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indifference. How many of these younger Chinese I have talked with

who are disillusioned and disappointed because their suggestions have

been turned down and their efforts thwarted. They give up before the

double burden of convincing the older Chinese and the Americans. The
result is an enormous waste of youthful energy and devotion which might

be applied to the Christianizing of the Chinese communities in our cities if

we would use it and trust it.

President Wilson said the World War was fought to make the world

safe for democracy. There is a good deal of evidence of a more or less

open world war going on just now to make the world safe for racial self-

respect. One of the war fronts may be in our Chinese Sunday Schools.

When we ought to be pushing out into a campaign for Christianizing

the community life of our many large Chinatowns, for assimilating the

Chinese among us to the standards of our Christian civilization, we dis-

cover that our best allies, the Chinese young people, are not inclined to

cooperate on present terms. The "unequal treaties" of alliance between

Western Christians and the Chinese Christians in the United States and

Canada for Christian work in Chinese communities must be abandoned,

and a true cooperation of mutual respect and encouragement to ini-

tiative developed.

Possibilities of Cooperation

To further these purposes, may it not now be practicable and strategic

to develop larger cooperation between national mission boards and the

local enterprises for work among Chinese which have been so generously

maintained for so many years by volunteer service? I would not diminish

in the slightest the sense of local responsibility. That must be emphasized

and enlarged. Dependence on an outside agency and discouragement of

local service would mean a double disaster for the Chinese missions. The
work might, however, be strengthened in both directions by a new pro-

gram for the Chinese work which would challenge larger local contri-

butions of personality and money, and by an advisory relation between

each organization and its denominational mission board which would

promote a more general interest and supply the suggestions of experience.

"It is undesirable," as the missionary board I have the honor to represent

; said sixty years ago, "to form new organizations for work among Chinese

in the United States or to leave the churches to mere incidental efforts."

How shall we make the present national missionary organizations best

serve the missionary work of the local churches?

There is a real beginning of such cooperation. Some of the mission

boards have already a formal connection with the local Chinese missions

conducted by their churches, notably the Woman's American Baptist

Home Mission Society. Their superintendent of Chinese missions has an

.advisory relation with many Eastern Chinese missions, though not with all.

Often the denominational City Mission Society either encourages or finan-

cially supports a Chinese mission enterprise for its constituent churches.

In eastern Canada a general superintendent is provided by the home
mission board of the United Church, though the institutions for Chinese

work may be in whole or in part locally supported and administered.

In some cases the city church federation is responsible for the support

<of a joint enterprise for the Chinese and in other cases has a special com-

imittee for studying the whole situation and suggesting methods of cooper-
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ation between local units. For such survey of the opportunities and needs

and especially for interpretation of Chinese public sentiment in the local

community the city church federations are beginning to call into con-

sultation specialists from the mission boards.

The American Missionary Association has a department for coopera-

tion in Oriental mission work with an American secretary and a Chinese

general missionary. This department has been called upon for much ad-

visory service and the preparation of reference material on Chinese and
Japanese missions in the United States. The Home Missions Council

and the Council of Women for Home Missions, federating most of the

home mission boards in the United States and Canada, have long main-
tained a special Committee on Orientals. The reports presented annually

have sought to inform the churches as to general problems of interracial

, relations as well as the particular problems of inter-mission board effort.

Too little attention has been paid to the large amount of work done
among Chinese in the United States by local churches, a material share

in our total national approach to this missionary responsibility. The mis-

sion boards through the Home Missions Council and the Council ofWomen
for Home Missions would, I feel sure, gladly give their help to secure the

largest efficiency in the faithful work of local missions and Sunday Schools

and to secure proper public recognition and support of these enterprises.

A Chinese Christian worker has suggested that the boards might do a

great service by issuing a bulletin of suggestions for teachers in Chinese

Sunday Schools and holding occasional conferences with them. Last

year a beginning was made with such conferences held in nine centres of

Chinese mission work in the United States and Canada. The plan might
be developed so that it would provide a real forum for general discussion

of conditions and methods. Affiliation of all local church organizations

for Chinese work with their denominational home board and all general

organizations of the workers with the Home Missions Council and the

CouncilofWomen for Home Missions, following the plan which has proved
so helpful in the West, might give us all great encouragement and stimulus.

With the Chinese in America one is compelled to admit the melting pot
idea has not worked. The segregated Chinese communities are almost
as alien as if they were on foreign soil and are still exploited by purveyors
to tourist curiosity. The processes of assimilation have been ineffective

or not applied. The Christian social order has yet to be established in

these Chinese communities and in our relations with them. The middle
wall of partition between us and them must be broken down by the power
of Christ. Why not mobilize the unused resources, the younger Chinese
and the leaders of the mission boards? We need all the cooperation pos-

sible for this unfinished task.
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